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A WORD
FROM THE
PRESIDENT
Welcome, everybody, to the spring edition of the SEAoT Journal! I hope
everyone has recovered well from our arctic weather spell and is enjoying
the spring feeling as the Texas Bluebonnets let us know warmer weather is
on its way.
Legislative Affairs:
SEAoT’s lobbyist, Richard Lawson (Capitol Solutions Group, LLC), has been
hard at work on our behalf during the first quarter. With the help of Mr.
Lawson, bills in both the House (HB 2842) and the Senate (SB 1770) have
been filed for Texas to statutorily recognize demonstrated competence in
the field of Structural Engineering. There are many details regarding this legislation, so please reach out to
the Government Affairs Committee (GAC) if you have any questions. The GAC will be providing updates and
recommendations on other legislation currently proposed that may directly impact the SEAoT members.
SEAoT State Conference:
The Board is still in the process of planning this year’s State Conference. Although the specific date is not
yet set, the conference will be held in El Paso in September 2021. The Board and Stansfeld are continuing to
work on a hybrid plan that will allow members to participate either in-person or virtually. During this
planning time, members may receive surveys regarding the conference. I encourage all members to
participate in these surveys as this will be a direct help in providing the best conference possible.
NCSEA:
Don’t forget, as a member of SEAoT, you also enjoy benefits from NCSEA. Currently, you can visit
www.ncsea.com to take advantage of all of these benefits. Stansfeld, with direction from the Board, is also
working to update our own website to better share the benefits available. Also, this year the SEA
Leadership Retreat is being opened to everyone! The virtual event will be April 20-22, 2021, so please look
into registering for that event as it will feature a customizable schedule of 21 learning sessions over the
days.
State Board Meetings:
Our next board meetings will be on April 7 and July 7, 2021. The April meeting will be held virtually;
however, we are hoping to hold the July meeting in-person with virtual access. Please reach out to your
local chapter directors or state board members if you have any questions/ideas for SEAoT, or if you’d like to
join a committee. You can find a list of local and state board members at www.seaot.org, and you can
always reach out to me at ngreen@ardurra.com.
I hope everyone continues to be safe and well, and we will see you again soon.
Best Regards,
Niclas S. Green, PE
SEAoT State Board President, 2021
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - QUARTER 1, 2021

The first quarter of 2021 has been an eventful one for
SEAoT’s legislative efforts. After numerous discussions with
legislators, staff, and stakeholders, SEAoT’s proposal for
Texas to statutorily recognize demonstrated competence in
the field of structural engineering has been filed in both
chambers of the state legislature. HB 2842 and SB 1770
would provide unique title and sealing authority for
engineers who have successfully passed the 16-hour
examinations (or their functional equivalents).
The bills currently facing opposition from the Texas chapter
of the American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC)
as well as from the Texas Society of Professional Engineers
(TSPE).
The Government Affairs Committee asks that all SEAoT
members who support HB 2842 and SB 1770 and are
members
of
other
professional
engineering
organizations, please reach out immediately to those
organizations and express support for these bills.
SEAoT’s Governmental Affairs Committee is also monitoring
legislation that has potential impact, positively or negatively,
on the practice of structural engineering in Texas. SEAoT is
especially monitoring State House and Senate bills that may
directly impact their members:
HB 288 (Sales Tax on Engineering Svcs)
HB 738 (Minimum Building Codes)
HB 965 (Uniform General Conditions School Districts; Senate companion SB 338)
HB 2116 (Duty to Defend and Standard of Care)
HB 3069 (Statutes of Limitations and Repose)
HB 4496 (Updates Code Revisions for Various Codes and Jurisdictions)
SB 219 Committee Substitute (Contractor Limitation of Liability and Standard of Care)
SB 1724 (Building Codes for Unincorporated Areas of Counties)
SEAoT officially supported HB 2116 in a hearing on March 24. The Governmental Affairs Committee
encourages members to review the proposed statutory changes in each of these bills and provide
feedback to SEAoT leadership.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact state@seaot.org.
Sincerely,
Governmental Affairs Committee
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#SHIFTHAPPENS

Considering long-term health of a
foundation is vital during the design phase.
Perma-Pier alongside sister company, BlackTie Plumbing, partner with
structural engineers to help your clients improve and maintain foundational
health of any property.

Foundation Repairs
Retaining Walls
Drainage Solutions
Moisture Barriers
Tunneling
Additional Services

Testing
Hydrostatic
Water Pressure
Leak Detection
(Freshwater & Sewer)
Repair
Standard
Hydro-jetting
Under-slab
Water Heater

Email us to learn more about our engineering partnerships!
partner@permapier.com

partner.bt@blacktieplumbing.com

PERMA-PIER & BLACKTIE TO AIR ON LIFETIME'S "DESIGNING
SPACES" SEGMENT: HIGHLIGHTED AS INDUSTRY EXPERTS TO
PROTECT PROPERTY FOUNDATIONS
DFW / ARLINGTON (MAR. 25, 2020) – Perma-Pier Foundation Repair of Texas and its sister
company, BlackTie Plumbing, are pleased to have been selected as “Designing Spaces”
companies providing exceptional services to Texas customers. These two companies were
asked to highlight their industry expertise as it relates to plumbing, foundation health and
repair needs.
Perma-Pier and BlackTie were scouted based on Perma-Pier’s longstanding history in the
industry, as well as their unique approach to retain the same legal entity and honor all
lifetime warranties. The Brandstar Group will release the segment in the DFW area, Saturday,
Apr. 17, 2021, 1:30 p.m. – KDFW-Fox, and Sunday, Apr. 18, 2021, 2 p.m. -KDFI My Network*.
The segment will then also be live on the Lifetime Designing Spaces digital channel and
social media accounts.
Founded in 1992, Perma-Pier has been a science-backed and industry-trusted foundation
repair company, servicing the state of Texas and neighboring regions. The company is
focused on science-based solutions, centered on the tricky nature of the over 60 different
types of Texas soils statewide. Since the range of repair technologies is vast, the plans of
repair are centered on residential and commercial customers’ individual property needs, not
a limited-service capacity.
In order to provide a more holistic approach to diagnosing the “why” behind foundational
issues, as well as to provide a more robust plan of repair to combat those issues, PermaPier’s parent company, Construct Capital, LLC, had the foresight to add a plumbing company
to the family. BlackTie Plumbing was formed six years ago and specializes in under-slab
repair and multiple testing practices.
Learn more about Perma-Pier Foundation Repair of Texas
Learn more about BlackTie Plumbing
Learn more about Brandstar
Behind-the-scenes Images
For employment opportunities, please email Careers@Construct-Capital.com.
Contact: Kristy K. Boone
405.706.5093
kristy.boone@construct-capital.com
*Segment times are subject to change.
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US HELICALS SPONSORED ARTICLE
Gainesville, TX-based US Helicals is a young, fast-growing company offering new construction
foundation solutions for residential, commercial, and industrial/oil & gas applications.
We spoke with sales VP Grant Russell and asked him what sets US Helicals apart from his competition?
"We're faster, stronger, and less expensive than other helical piling companies."
Because US Helicals supports multiple industries, they are diversified and always busy. Their heavy
workload contributes to cost reduction, thanks to volume discounting from manufacturing. As a
distributor themselves, they can be aggressive on pricing where other helical companies will be
constrained to whatever discounts they receive based on their manufacturer or distribution contracts.
"We hear from structural engineers all the time who love the technology but have the (valid) concern
about cost," said Russell. "We're regularly coming in 15-25% lower than our competition for a stronger
product that gets installed quicker. Our pricing is creating new opportunities for engineers to design
using helicals."
Price isn't the only factor driving US Helicals' growth. The strength of their piles is another contributor
to the interest and rapid adoption from structural engineers.
"Most of our competitor's helicals can support 55-60 KIPS in compression. Our smallest 2-7/8" helical
piles can support 117 KIPS in compression," said Russell.
This increased strength means US Helicals can install one 2-7/8" whereas another company might
need to install a 3.5" OD pile or sometimes larger to achieve the same load. Using fewer piles per
project translates into a significant material expense reduction.
The cost-saving and material strength advantages are attracting a lot of new clients. As such, the
design, engineering, and installation teams have been working hard to meet the demand. When asked
about keeping up with increased demand, Russell had this to say,
"Like any growing business trying to maintain high customer satisfaction while simultaneously taking
on more work, we've had our share of growing pains. It has forced us to create and adopt more
efficient processes."
One of those processes led to the addition of an "in-house" design software platform. The platform's
addition allows US Helicals designers to create and edit designs in real-time, saving multiple days
during the design phase. And unlike some smaller operations, US Helicals deploy multiple crews yearround to service client requests.
"Because we're supporting all three major industries, we're able to keep multiple crews in the field at
any given time. This has allowed for extremely fast reaction to client requests," said Russell.
One of the unique products US Helicals is offering clients is the patented Heliwall system. This system
provides a shoring solution with no vibrations in place of sheet piling and trench boxes at almost half
the cost.
US Helicals is eco-friendly, ICC-ES certified, boasts multiple safety certifications, and is now providing
material and installation throughout the U.S. They have offices in Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston and
offer clients installation, engineering, distribution, and manufacturing products and services.
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SPECIFICATIONS MATTER:
WHY STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS MUST IDENTIFY PRODUCTS FOR
EVERY PROJECT
If you’re a structural, civil, or geotechnical engineer in Texas, you probably know of
Pieresearch. Pieresearch serves the deep foundation and earth retention industries, offering
structural engineers rebar reinforcing alignment and centralizer products for every
construction need.

When we spoke to Pieresearch President, Stan Agee, we
asked him how the structural engineering community could
best utilize and benefit from Pieresearch’s products.
“That’s easy,” said Agee, “Structural, Civil, and Geotech
engineers benefit most by specifying our products as part of the
building project. A General Contractor won’t use a part unless
it’s specified by engineers.”

We inquired as to why structural engineers wouldn’t inherently specify the products they
wanted to use on a job? Stan then pointed us to a video on Pieresearch’s website
(www.pieresearch.com) by Walter Scarborough (an architect and a specifier with 40 years of
architectural experience, 25 years as a specifier) on the importance of specifications and the
issues surrounding them.
According to Scarborough,
“To almost everyone involved in the construction of buildings, specifications seem to be a strange
and mysterious world. Massive amounts of technical information, references to obscure
standards, no graphics, just thousands of incomprehensible words. We have to understand that
everyone associated with the design and construction of a building has an obligation to spend the
owner’s money wisely and efficiently. The owner determines the quality of a project by first
controlling the cost of the work. Second, determining the extent of the work. And third,
establishing the time required for the work. This is all accomplished by the project team that
results in drawings and specifications.”
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His explanation made logical sense, so, naturally, we had to ask, what’s the difference
between a drawing and specification? Scarborough goes on to explain,
“Drawings show products and materials many times. Specifications specify products and materials
one time. Products and materials are shown generically on drawings, products and materials are
specifically identified and detailed in specifications. Drawings indicate quantity. Specification
specifies quality. Drawings show context. Specifications specify content. Size, dimension, shape,
and relationships are shown on drawings. Descriptions, properties, characteristics, and finishes
are indicated in specifications. Drawings indicate the locations of things. Specifications specify the
installation provisions. Drawings and specifications are complementary of each other and what is
stated in one is as stated in the other."
So what, then, should structural engineers be specifying in their products as it relates to
Pieresearch? Among their many products, Stan Agee was keen to highlight their new ADJUSTABLE
QUICK-LOCK® UNIBAR® CENTRALIZER for Augercast piles.
In order to achieve proper design strength in any drilled shaft and/or borehole the rebar cage
and/or tendon must be centered in the drilled shaft or borehole to assure proper grout or
concrete coverage throughout the design length of the element. The ADJUSTABLE QUICK-LOCK®
UNIBAR® CENTRALIZER can be used to ensure uniform spacing requirements across a wide range
of diameters for auger cast pile, micropile, soil nail, and tieback installations.
If you’ve read this far and are still captivated, call 817-277-3738 (ask for Stan) and receive a gift
card to Landry’s restaurants (limited quantity available), then specify the Quick-Lock® wheels,
boots and Unibar® centralizers in your next building project!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUOUS LOAD PATH - LESSONS
LEARNED FROM RECENT HIGH-WIND EVENTS
BY KEITH CULLUM, P.E. | SIMPSON STRONG-TIE ENGINEERING MANAGER, SOUTHEAST US

THIS ARTICLE WAS ORIGINALLY POSTED SEPTEMBER 2020 ON SIMPSON STRONG-TIE’S STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING BLOG (SEBLOG.STRONGTIE.COM)

Working for Simpson Strong-Tie has provided me with opportunities to witness first-hand the
aftermath of several significant high-wind events. I’ve participated in a few post-event
damage surveys, most recently in collaboration with the Structural Extreme Events
Reconnaissance (STEER) Network after the Nashville area tornado in March of 2020; and prior
to that, in the Florida panhandle following Hurricane Michael. In this article, I share some
examples of failed load path connections I discovered during my field surveys and discuss
how we can improve future designs of these connections.
Defining a Continuous Load Path
At Simpson Strong-Tie, we’ve long emphasized the
importance of providing a continuous load path and
have many resources on this topic available to designers,
contractors, and homeowners alike. This system of
wood, metal connectors, fasteners and shearwalls that
ties the entire frame together at critical points helps
ensure that a home is capable of resisting seismic or
wind loads. Our company mission is to help people build
safer, stronger structures — and that starts with
incorporating a continuous load path. It’s important to
note, though, that this concept is not one invented by
Simpson Strong-Tie, but rather a requirement taken
directly from the International Building Code (IBC) and
International Residential Code (IRC).

Fig. 1: Hurricane straps were fastened to the
ceiling rather than directly to the roof rafters.

Be Direct
As we’ve seen, both the IBC and IRC require a continuous
load path from a load’s point of origin through load-resisting
elements all the way to the foundation. In the case of wind
uplift, the load generally originates at the roof level, either
from the overhang or through suction on the roofing and
decking, then goes through the truss or rafter and into the
top plate. This is fairly obvious and straightforward, but we
must be careful to avoid becoming complacent when
considering this simple concept and not underestimate the
significance of these connections. If we

look closely at the roofline in Figure 1, we can see hurricane ties attached to the ceiling joists,
not the rafters. For homes built per the IRC, the heel joint connection between the roof
rafters and ceiling joists is intended for resisting gravity loads, not uplift, and IRC Table
R802.11 provides fastening requirements for the roof rafter to top plates, not ceiling joist to
top plates. In the case of this home, this would have meant attaching the hurricane ties to
the roof rafters, thereby excluding the ceiling joists from the load path altogether and
creating a simpler, more direct load path.
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Follow Published Installation Instructions
Much like a fully detailed and dimensioned bolted
connection, manufactured products such as Simpson
Strong-Tie connectors have installation requirements that
must be met in order to achieve the published loads. One
fairly common example of such a requirement is fastening
of multiple plies or shims. When using shims between a
member and connector, it’s required that the shim be
fastened to the member independently of the connector
fasteners. Figure 2 shows an example from an elevated
coastal home where plywood shims were used between the

Fig. 2: Plywood shims reduced the nail
penetration into the primary floor framing.

twist straps and floor framing, and only the nails into the connector were installed. Since the
plywood and floor framing weren’t fastened together independently, and only 1 1/2″-long
nails were used, there was very little effective penetration into the primary floor framing. It’s
no surprise then to see only the plywood remaining attached to the straps.

Fig. 3: End nails used for stud-to-sill-plate connection.

Don’t Stumble at the Finish Line
Any single connection within a continuous load path is just as
important as the next. It’s interesting, then, how much more
focus is given to the roof-to-wall connection. Why would that
be? Structures sustaining wind damage tend to fail early on in
the load path — close to where the load originates — which is
most often the roof level. For this reason, roof-to-wall
connection failures are much more frequently documented
than other connection failures during damage assessments.
While the roof-to-wall connection is certainly important, don’t
forget to follow the load path down the wall and take it to the

finish line. This means properly tying top plates to studs and studs to the sill plate, installing
adequate sill plate anchorage, and — depending on foundation type — using reinforcing bars to
take the load down to the footing. In Figure 3, you can see that only end nails were used to fasten
studs to the sill plate, yet the presence of bearing plates and a reduced anchor bolt spacing
indicate the designer anticipated some significant uplift forces.
The IBC and IRC both require a wood frame structure’s sill
plate be anchored to the foundation using 1/2″-diameter
bolts, or 5/8″ bolts in some cases, at an embedment of at
least 7″. Although both codes allow for alternative fastening
methods, not all methods are adequate for use in a
continuous load path. The following two photos demonstrate
the result of improper anchorage of the sill plate to the
foundation. While cut nails and shot pins may be acceptable
in some jurisdictions for anchoring interior, non-load-bearing
walls or for temporary fastening of exterior walls, they are
simply inadequate otherwise. Figure 4 (right) shows a small

Fig. 4: Cut nails provide insufficient penetration
into the foundation (left) and don’t restrain the
sill plate, allowing it to lift up and over (right).

divot in the curb, highlighting the poor penetration these methods provide. Figure 4 (right) shows
a cut nail still sticking straight up from the curb, which means the sill plate likely lifted straight up
over it, along with the rest of the wall framing above.
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It’s Not Always About Uplift
When designing for wind, our minds often go directly to
uplift, but that’s not the only direction we should be
thinking about. Remember — wind blows horizontally. If
the structure is not adequately braced to resist lateral
forces, what’s the point of designing for uplift? As design
trends push for more windows and larger open spaces,
solid walls become scarcer. These trends may be a good
way of letting in lots of natural light, but they’re not
necessarily good for resisting lateral wind pressures. The
homes shown in Figure 5 both had a very narrow footprint

Fig. 5: Soft-story type failure with the upper levels
crushing the lower levels because of a lateral failure.

side-to-side with a large window and door on the lower level, which limited the amount of lateral
bracing that could be provided. The structure had a soft-story type of failure where the lower
level collapsed and the upper level remained relatively intact.
Follow the Load Path
Although the presence of connectors or anchors on a home typically correlates with an
improvement in performance during a high-wind event, the photos shown here illustrate that
simply installing them does not guarantee a structure’s survival. Care still needs to be taken in
the detailing and installation of all connections making up the continuous load path because, as
the saying goes, “A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.” When designing for a continuous
load path, make sure to start at the top and follow the load path, looking for as direct a route as
possible. Don’t forget to track the load through the load-resisting elements and ensure it goes all
the way into the foundation. When using any proprietary products in your connections, follow
the manufacturer’s installation instructions to ensure a sound connection capable of achieving
the published load. And lastly, remember that a structure needs to be capable of resisting both
uplift and lateral loads during a significant wind event. While this is by no means a solution to
every lesson Mother Nature has to teach us, it’s a huge step in the right direction. By continually
learning from past experiences and applying conscious effort to improve the way we design and
build, we’ll make sure we’re better prepared for the next high-wind event.
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HIRING NOW
DOES YOUR COMPANY HAVE
OPEN POSITIONS?
Advertise with SEAoT and reach the largest and most active
association of registered structural engineers and allied
professionals in Texas!
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
STATE@SEAOT.ORG
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SEAOT YOUNG MEMBERS

The SEAoT Young Members continue to have fun on the pickleball court. Thank you to Zweig Group
and DeWalt for providing extra pickleball paddles to those that did not have them.
What Is Pickleball?
Pickleball is a paddleball sport (similar to a racquet sport) that combines elements of badminton, table tennis, and
tennis. Two or four players use solid paddles made of wood or composite materials to hit a perforated polymer ball,
much like a whiffle ball, with 26-40 round holes, over a net. The sport shares features of other racquet sports: the
dimensions and layout of a badminton court, and a net and rules somewhat similar to tennis, with several
modifications. Pickleball was invented in the mid-1960s as a children's backyard game. It is one of the fastest-growing
sports in the United States. The spread of the sport is attributed to its popularity within community centers, public parks,
and retirement communities. - Wikipedia

Do you live in or near Dallas and looking to join in the fun contact the
SEAoT Young Member Coordinator, Joseph Gerke, P.E.
If you are part of another Chapter and would like assistance starting up your own networking activity,
please contact state@seaot.org!
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
SPRING 2021

APRIL 22, 2021
12:00 PM CDT

Strategies to Enhance Your Employee Performance
Review & Assessment Process

APRIL 27,2021

MAY 4,2021
12:00 PM CDT

Floor Vibration Design Methods for Timber, Steel
and Concrete

12:00 PM CDT

8 Tips to Avoid the Traps of
Unethical Behavior

MAY 6,2021
12:00 PM CDT

Strategy in Action: Day-to-Day Decisions
APRIL 29,2021

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT NCESA EDUCATIONAL PORTAL, HERE

12:00 PM CDT

Strategy in Action: Strategic Choices
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The El Paso Community
Foundation will be accepting
applications to the Joe and Halina
Kallaby/SEAoT Leadership Award
from
March 1, 2021 - April 15th, 2021.
If you are interested in applying,
please visit www.epcf.org or
contact Bonita Johnson at
bjohnson@epcf.org.
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ADVERTISE

with

SEAOT

When you advertise with SEAoT
you can reach over
1,000 Structural Engineers!
Website Advertisements
Journal Advertisements
Open Job Opportunities
& more!

contact: state@seaot.org

THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS
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